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Ultrafast liquid dynamics studied by third and fifth order three pulse
photon echoes

Taiha Joo, Yiwei Jia, and Graham R. Fleming
Department of Chemistry and James Franck Institute, The University of Chicago, 5735 S. Ellis Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60637

~Received 26 October 1994; accepted 29 November 1994!

We report a new spectroscopic measurement based on fifth order nonlinear response from a
molecule in a room temperature liquid. In conjunction with conventional three pulse stimulated
photon echo, detailed information on solvent–solute dynamics for a wide range of time scales has
been obtained. Both the ultrafast inertial components and much slower dynamics of the solvent are
found to make important contributions to the solvent relaxation. The potential of the fifth order
measurements is discussed via numerical calculations using model solvent spectral
densities. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of the interaction of solutes and solve
plays a key role in a wide range of physical and chemic
processes. The interaction occurs over a wide range of t
scales and with a variety of coupling strengths. An importa
theoretical approach to condensed phase dynamics, the s
boson model, characterizes three time scales and coup
strengths by means of a spectral density,J~v!.1 From an
experimental perspective the spectral line shape of a
molecule in a dilute solution provides an accessible syst
which in favorable cases may approximate a two-level s
tem coupled to a complex bath, and thus allows informat
to be obtained on the spectral density. In this letter we
scribe results obtained with a new nonlinear technique2,3

which in combination with conventional photon ech
measurements,4–11 provides insights into the range of tim
scales and the type of molecular processes involved in
interaction of a dye molecule with ethylene glycol as a s
vent.

In order to describe the reasons for developing the n
technique it is necessary to briefly discuss existing meth
of probing the chromophore–bath interaction that go beyo
linear absorption spectroscopy. Figure 1 shows pulse
quences, time orderings, and double-sided Feynman
grams for two-pulse photon echo~2PE!, three-pulse stimu-
lated photon echo~3PE!, and fifth order three-pulse photo
echo~F3PE, called FOTS in Ref. 2!. In the two- and three-
pulse photon echo measurements the time-integrated e
signal ~integration overt8 in Fig. 1! is measured rather than
the actual echo profile. Even though the echo profile itsel
very sensitive to the detailed nature of the dynamics,
integrated echo signal is not. In addition, when the inhom
geneous width is not large, the photon echo technique
produce ambiguous results~vide infra!. Recently, Cho and
Fleming proposed a new technique—here called F3PE
which avoids these difficulties.2 In the F3PE the system is
placed in an electronic coherence by the first pulse a
evolves for periodt1. The second pulse involves two inter
actions which leave the system in an electronic cohere
which is the complex conjugate of the first. Duringt2 the
system rephases. The third pulse also interacts twice lea
J. Chem. Phys. 102 (10), 8 March 1995 0021-9606/95/102(10
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the system in a coherence which is the same as that follo
ing the first pulse. Thus the electronic polarization will fully
rephase whent25t11t8, provided the phase memory is not
lost. In F3PE botht1 andt2 are controllable, allowing con-
trol over the rephasing process which is not possible in th
conventional echo measurements. In F3PE when the sig
integrated overt8 is measured witht1 set equal tot2 ~diag-
onal signal!, the contribution from slow dynamics can be
completely eliminated in the Markov limit.2 The situation is
more complex for non-Markovian dynamics as discussed b
low. The off-diagonal signal, wheret1Þt2, also provides
useful information. To see this consider a system with a larg
inhomogeneous width. Whent2 is scanned witht1 fixed,
there will be no signal untilt2 is equal tot1. That is, the
signal will be delayed as much ast1. In general, the off-
diagonal measurement enables the timing of the echo to
observed directly. This feature gives the technique high se
sitivity to the detailed form of the dynamics.

EXPERIMENT

Measurements of the echo signals were made for t
cyanine dye HITCI in ethylene glycol solution. The concen
tration was 1.631023 M and the solution was flowed in a 30
m-thick jet. 20 fs pulses centered at 780 nm from a home
built Kerr lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser12 running at
88.2 MHz and 15 fs pulses from a cavity-dumped version o
the same laser running at 300 kHz were used. In both cas
pulses are transform limited. No thermal grating was appa
ent at the higher repetition rate. An important factor in th
accuracy of the measurements is the determination of ze
time. For F3PE this determined to better than 2 fs by simu
taneous measurement of the adjacent third order signal w
wave vectork12k21k3 for the F3PE signal atk122k212k3
or wave vector k11k22k3 for the F3PE signal at
k112k222k3. For 3PE, by simultaneous measurement of th
two mirror image signals in thek12k21k3 and2k11k21k3
phase matching directions, time zero was determined
60.3 fs.4,9
4063)/4063/6/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The approach to the calculation of the echo signals is
the line broadening functiong(t). The response functions fo
the three experiments shown in Fig. 1 are2,13–15

R2PE5exp$22g* ~t!22 Re@g~ t8!#1g* ~t1t8!%, ~1!

R3PE5exp$2g* ~t!2g* ~ t8!1g~T!2g* ~ t1T!

2g~T1t8!1g* ~t1T1t8!%, ~2!

RF3PE~t1 ,t2 ,t8!5exp$22g~t1!24 Re@g~t2!#

22 Re@g~ t8!#12g~t11t2!

12 Re@g~t21t8!#2g~t11t21t8!%.

~3!

Insight into the microscopic origin ofg(t) can be obtained
by writing g(t) in one of two ways.

g~ t !5 ilE
0

t

dt1 M ~t1!1^Dv2&E
0

t

dt1E
0

t1
dt2 M ~t2!, ~4!

where

M ~ t !5
^Dv~0!Dv~ t !&

^Dv2&
~5!

is a correlation function describing the fluctuations in th
transition energy of the two-level system andl is the mag-
nitude of the Stokes shift. Alternatively we may write15,16

g~ t !5 ilt1 i2E
0

`

dv
sin vt2vt

v2 tanh~bv/2!D~v!

12E
0

`

dv
12cosvt

v2 D~v!, ~6!

whereD~v! is a spectral density scaled by the fluctuatio
amplitude, i.e.,

FIG. 1. Pulse sequences and double-sided Feynman diagrams for 2PE,
and F3PE. Solid curves represent input pulses and dashed curves rep
the signals. Only the diagrams that correspond to the response func
shown in Eqs.~1! to ~3! are shown.
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D~v!5^Dv2&J~v!. ~7!

Considerable progress in understanding the short-t
medium time behavior ofM (t) has been made via fluores-
cence Stokes shift measurements17–19 and computer
simulations.20–23In highly polar liquids the solvation dynam-
ics are strongly bimodal with an ultrafast initial componen
accounting for 30%–80% of the response. Simulations20–23

and theoretical models24–26suggest this initial component is
inertial in origin and can be pictured as the free orientation
motion of individual molecules. The close agreement be
tween fluorescence and simulation data17,18 suggest that this
initial component is indeed inertial@GaussianM (t)# rather
than some ultrafast diffusive@exponentialM (t)# process.
However, the time resolution and precision of the fluores
cence measurements is not sufficient to confirm the Gauss
shape directly. This issue is of importance for the interpret
tion of the echo measurements since a substantial Gauss
component inM (t) immediately rules out the optical Bloch
@M (t)5d~t!# and Kubo @M (t)5exp~2t/tc!# models that
have previously been used.4–7 The critical point is that, in
general, both fast and slow dynamics may be time reversib
in striking contrast to the optical Bloch picture where the fas
~homogeneous! dephasing is dissipative and not rephasabl
The location of the echo, as revealed by off-diagonal F3P
measurements, is very sensitive to this distinction.

In order to provide a flexible basis for modeling and
fitting of data we have worked with the spectral density rep
resentation ofg(t). Our starting point is the Brownian oscil-
lator model16 which provides a qualitatively correct form of
M (t), i.e., an initial Gaussian decay followed by an expo
nential. The spectral density of a Brownian oscillator is give
by

D~v!5
D j
2g jv j

2

p
3

1

~v22v j
2!21g j

2v2 , ~8!

wherevj is the mode frequency,gj , its damping constant,
andDj , the coupling strength.~In the high temperature limit
Dj
252lj kBT/\, where lj is the optical reorganization en-

ergy.! In order to describe our experimental data we hav
found it necessary to include contributions from muc
slower degrees of freedom than that can be obtained w
parameters consistent with the short-time behavior. We
this somewhat arbitrarily~but in qualitative agreement with
the simulation spectral densities!27 by adding a rapidly de-
caying exponential component toD~v! with the form
A exp~2v/vo!. For the calculations presented here we se
vo56 cm21.

Figure 2 compares calculated 2PE and diagonal F3P
signals for two modelD~v!: a Brownian oscillator and the
Brownian oscillator plus slow modes. The two 2PE signa
clearly differ although the ‘‘homogeneous’’~the Brownian
oscillator! contribution is the same in both cases. The tw
diagonal F3PE signals are indistinguishable and show th
this technique’s ability to completely remove the effects o
slower dynamics, which occurs analytically in the optica
Bloch limit, carries over into the non-Markovian case, a
least when the time scales are well separated. However,
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completely eliminating the influence of the slow modes th
diagonal F3PE measurement clearly does not complet
characterize the system.

The influence of slow modes is shown in Fig. 3~a! where
the position of the peak of the off-diagonal F3PE measur
ment is shown for the two models. The position of the two
pulse echo~which might be obtained by up-converting the
echo, for example!28 is shown for reference. For the simple
Brownian oscillator model the echo position initially move
out but aftert1;50 fs it remains fixed in time. This is be-
cause after the initial inertial~time-reversible! epoch, the dy-
namics become irreversible as a result of the damping. No
that the F3PE and 2PE peak positions track each other as
from an offset in the F3PE. Second, the initial slope is si
nificantly less than unity as would occur for a Bloch mode
with broad inhomogeneous broadening. When the low fr
quency modes are added toD~v!, the plateau is no longer
observed and the slope of the peak positions vst1 plot indi-
cates the relative magnitude of the slow and fast proces
~slope of 1 corresponds to the inhomogeneous limit!.

Further characterization of the slow dynamics can b
obtained from 3PE measurements. When the time differen
between the two phase matched signals is measured a
function of the population period,T ~Fig. 1! any shift from
complete overlap indicates that rephasing is occurring.9 The
spectral diffusion giving rise to the decay of this shift als
gives rise to the fluorescence Stokes shift. Figure 3~b! shows

FIG. 2. Model calculation for the 2PE and F3PE diagonal.~a! t8 integrated
2PE signal intensity vst : Solid line, a Brownian oscillator~model A!;
dashed line, a Brownian oscillator with an exponential spectral dens
~model B!. Parameters used arevj5160 cm21, gj5260 cm21 andDj5250
cm21 for the Brownian oscillator;A51000,vo56 cm21 for the exponential
spectral density.~b! t8 integrated F3PE diagonal signal intensity. Paramete
are the same as~a!.
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this shift as function ofT for the two models over a 2 ps
range. It is ironic that extremely high time resolution is re
quired to observe the small shifts characteristic of the slo
dynamics.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! present experimental diagonal and
off-diagonal F3PE data, respectively, for HITCI in ethylen
glycol. The diagonal F3PE signal is clearly asymmetric an
demonstrates the ability of this technique to remove cont
bution from slow dynamics. The decay, however, is ultrafa
and accurate extraction of the early time dynamics requir
consideration of the pulse field envelope and inclusion
contributions from diagrams that are not properly time o
dered. These latter contributions~referred to asR1 andR4 in
Ref. 2! give a ‘‘coherence artifact’’ around zero time delay
This coherence artifact is also present in the off-diagon
data, but in this case it is temporally distinct from the sign
peak. A complete calculation of the fifth order diagonal sig
nal is underway and will be presented elsewhere.29

In Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! the off-diagonal F3PE peak posi-
tions and the time shifts in the 3PE experiment are plotte
The off-diagonal F3PE data clearly show an initial offset i
the peak position. In addition, no plateau in the peak positi
vs t1 is evident up tot1580 fs. The peak position shifts
roughly with a slope of about;0.5. The 3PE peak position
vs T requires a minimum of three exponentials to give
good fit. We found components of 43 fs, 2.6 ps, and 100
with relative amplitudes of 1, 0.35, and 0.75, respectively.

An issue that may complicate the interpretation of ou

ity

rs

FIG. 3. ~a! Calculated peak positions of F3PE off-diagonal and 2PE signa
vs t1 and t, respectively. Parameters are the same as those in Fig. 2. T
solid line, for model A; the dashed line, model B.~b! Calculated peak shifts
from zero in 3PE vsT, the population period. Solid line, model A; dashed
line, model B.
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FIG. 4. F3PE diagonal~a! and F3PE off-diagonal~b! intensity for HITCI in
ethylene glycol jet. In the off-diagonal measurementst1 is set to, from top to
bottom, 80, 60, 50, and 20 fs, respectively.

FIG. 5. ~a! F3PE off-diagonal peak position vst1 for HITCI in ethylene
glycol jet. Calculated peak positions~solid line! using model B plus static
broadening of 240 cm21 are also shown.~b! 3PE peak shifts vsT. Solid line
represents calculated shifts.

rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is s
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data is the involvement of intramolecular vibrational modes
The presence of a strong modulation in the signal can sig
nificantly alter the decay of an echo.10 Intramolecular vibra-
tions will generally lead to oscillations in the transient ab-
sorption signal and the shift vsT curve in 3PE. In the current
measurements intramolecular vibrational contribution to th
signal was found to be minimal and was therefore ignored
We found very small oscillations in the transient absorption
signal measured under the same experimental conditions a
no oscillations were detectable in the 3PE data for HITCI
Oscillations are evident for the dye IR144 under the sam
conditions.29A second issue that needs to be addressed is t
role of finite pulse duration. We have carried out a series o
simulations of 3PE experiments including realistic pulse
shapes and find that the time constants obtained from fits
3PE data vsT are essentially unaffected.29

In order to model the various experimental results with a
constant set of parameters we return to the model spect
density. The form of the spectral density used has five pa
rameters:A1/A2 , the ratio of the amplitude of the exponen-
tial component to the amplitude of the Brownian oscillator
component;~A11A2!, the coupling strength;vo , the expo-
nential cutoff frequency;vj , the Brownian oscillator fre-
quency; andgj , the Brownian oscillator damping constant.
With these variables we have to fit~1! the decay rate~width!
of the various echo signals,~2! the fast and slow components
and their relative amplitudes in the 3PE peak position mea
surements and~3! the position of the off-diagonal F3PE sig-
nal as a function oft1. These different quantities exhibit
strongly varying sensitivities to the various parameters and—
within our model spectral density—strongly constrain the pa
rameters. For example, the width of the echo signals
largely controlled by the coupling strength, but this has little
effect on the other two measurements. As has been not
recently in connection with the solvated electron, if the cou
pling strength is large, the decay of the 2PE signal carries n
dynamical information.30Within our model the peak position
decay in the 3PE measurements can be well fit by two exp
nential components. The longer lifetime is controlled in large
measure by the exponential cutoff frequency,vo—the
smallervo is, the longer the slow decay is. The decay time o
the short component is determined byvj andgj . The relative
amplitude of the two exponential components in the 3PE fit
are strongly influenced by the ratioA1/A2 . The larger the
exponential contribution toD~v! is, the larger is the ampli-
tude of slow decay component. Finally, we consider the de
pendence of the off-diagonal F3PE peak position vst1. The
slope depends strongly on the relative amplitude of the fa
to slow components—it increases asA1/A2 decreases. For
fixed amplitudes the shape of the off-diagonal F3PE pea
positions vst1 depends onvj andgj . As M (t) gains diffu-
sive character, i.e., asgj /vj increases towards the over-
damped limit, the shape becomes linear with increasin
slope. Asgj /vj decreases towards underdamped regime, th
curvature of the plot increases, resulting in a decreased slo
over a range oft1 20–80 fs. The initial offset of the peak
position for a fixed Brownian oscillator frequencyvj de-
pends ongj , the damping constant. The initial offset in-
creases as the oscillator becomes progressively mo
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 This 
strongly damped. The existence of a plateau in the peak p
sition depends strongly on bothgj and the weight of slow
~low frequency! modes inD~v!. Increasing either parameter
decreases the curvature, butA1/A2 has no influence on the
initial offset. The other parameters have little or modest e
fect on the off-diagonal peak position confirming its sens
tivity to the presence of slow modes and to the degree
inertial motion in the initial solvent response.

Given these widely varying in sensitivities, we find tha
the parameters required to fit all the data are quite co
strained. The best set of parameters are those already u
for illustration in Figs. 2 and 3 with one addition. For HITCI
in ethylene glycol the 3PE reveals a second very slow co
ponent ~;100 ps! which we model as a static inhomoge
neous component with an rms width of 240 cm21. This ad-
ditional component increases the slope of the off-diagon
F3PE peak position vst1 plot but has a negligible effect on
the other features of the signals.

The solid lines in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! are calculated with
A151000 cm21, vo56 cm21, A25202 cm21 corresponding
to Dj5250 cm21, vj5160 cm21, gj5260 cm21, and a static
inhomogeneous rms width of 240 cm21. It can be seen that
both the 3PE peak shift and the off-diagonal F3PE peak p
sition are consistently described by the parameter set. In
dition the 2PE and diagonal F3PE signals are consistent w
these parameters.

Before commenting on the significance of the param
eters listed above we briefly discuss whether the data
consistent with simpler models. For example, it has be
shown that Kubo model@exponentialM (t)# can be used to
simulate the spectral diffusion process in 3PE.9,31 The ul-
trafast 43 fs component in our 3PE data can be modeled a
Kubo process in the intermediate modulation regime. In th
case 3PE signals alone uniquely determine the paramet
the coupling strength is largely determined by the relativ
amplitude of the fast to slow component and the time co
stanttc is determined by the 3PE shift decay time. The me
sured off-diagonal F3PE peak position, however, cannot
fitted with these parameters. Purely inertial motion, i.e.,
GaussianM (t), can also be used to model the fast proces
Again the parameters are uniquely determined by the 3
signals alone. For this model the calculated off-diagon
F3PE peak positions are in close agreement with the m
sured values indicating that the fast process has indeed
nificant inertial character. Thus, as recently discussed
Stratt and Cho,32 during this initial period each solvent mol-
ecule responds to the perturbation independently witho
feeling the presence of other solvent molecules. This rema
must be clarified, however, by noting that the solvent/solu
configuration at the moment of the perturbation is a result
complex interactions in the solvent–solute system.

The parameters obtained in our analysis carry seve
implications for the solvation dynamics in ethylene glyco
First the initial dynamics of the solvent response is most
inertial. The decay ofM (t) obtained from the Brownian os-
cillator parameters is estimated to have;75% inertial char-
acter with time constant of 70 fs. This initial phase presum
ably results from OH librational motion in analogy to
simpler protic solvents.17,18 The inertial character is clearly
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is su
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evident in the calculated diagonal F3PE signal in Fig. 2~b!.
The signal is flat for;20 fs. Considering the factor of 4
arising from the two coherence periods~t1 andt2! as well as
the measurement of the squared modulus of the respo
function, Fig. 2~b! shows that for 80 fs the electronic phas
memory is essentially retained. After 80 fs the response b
comes diffusive and no longer time reversible. If this were a
adequate description of the whole behavior, the off-diagon
F3PE signal would go to a plateau value at;40 fs. That this
does not occur, coupled with the slow time constants o
served in the 3PE data clearly indicates the presence of s
motions. These slower components arise, at least in p
from diffusive reorientational motions and should give rise
a Lorentzian contribution to the liquid spectral density at lo
frequencies as recently described by Chang and Castne33

Our exponential model for the low frequency region cou
also include slow interconversions between different sites
the liquid. For example, the response functions in Eqs.~1!–
~3! may arise from convolutions of distribution functions
W~G!, i.e.,

Ri~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!5*dG W~G!Ri~ t3 ,t2 ,t1 ;G!,

whereG is the set of parameters, e.g.,vo , vj , gj , Dj on
which Ri depends. Our experiment is not capable of disti
guishing whether the spectral density itself is homogeneo
or not. The electronic energy gap may be sufficiently mo
sensitive to such sites than the bare spectrum of nuclear m
tions so that use of an optical Kerr spectral density to mod
echo data11 may not capture the full range of time scales.

To conclude we briefly discuss the relationship of ou
results with those of other groups. A more extensive discu
sion along with data in several other solvents will be pr
sented elsewhere.29 Vöhringeret al.11 describe 2-pulse echo
data for HITCI in several solvents using a spectral dens
obtained by Fourier transformation of optical Kerr measur
ments on the pure solvents. This approach is similar in sp
to that used by Choet al.34 to model fluorescence Stokes
shift data in acetonitrile and is likely to give a reasonab
description of the short time dynamics if the spectrum o
coupling constants to the underlying liquid modes is eith
frequency independent or very similar for the observables
interest. We have previously discussed cases~e.g., water!
where this is not likely to be true for optical Kerr and solva
tion dynamics.35 No additional slow motions were included
by Vöhringer.11 Bardeen and Shank used a correlation fun
tion of the formM (t)5sech2~t/tc! for their analysis of echo
data in several alcohols.10~b! The sech2 form appears quite
arbitrary, although it does contain an initial Gaussian dec
followed by an exponential tail. The authors concluded th
the dynamics were described by a rapid process followed
longer time scale dynamics. The value oftc obtained was
;20 fs and was assumed constant in the different solven
Boeij et al.8 modeled their 2PE signal for HITCI in ethylene
glycol using two processes. As in this work, the short tim
behavior was modeled through anM (t) which is Gaussian at
short times and has an exponential tail. In addition, an ov
damped Brownian oscillator was used to introduce slow d
namics. The correlation time of the fast process was found
be ;10 fs. Correlation times in the 10–20 fs range do n
No. 10, 8 March 1995
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seem reasonable for the inertial time scale expected for po
liquids, except perhaps water. The approach b
Maroncelli,17~b!,36 which was recently supported by a more
formal approach,37 gives Gaussian time scales~A2/vs! in the
100–200 fs range for typical polar liquids. As described i
the previous paragraph, the parameters used in this work
consistent with an inverse Gaussian frequency in this ran
rather than 1 order of magnitude shorter. Finally, we note th
work of Conget al.38 who investigated dephasing of HITCI
in ethylene glycol through modelling of the coherence spike
As discussed by Boeijet al.,8 the parameters obtained from
the analysis by Conget al.38 do not seem to be consistent
with their echo data nor with ours.
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